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Area 8: 
Next Steps

Further development
A glimpse of the United Reformed Church’s commitment to being a church in 
which all people learn and grow is available.   

It is important for elders to have opportunities to continue deepening their faith 
and building the skills needed to be an effective elder. Sometimes people can get 
so engrossed in the jobs given to them within the church that faith development 
gets pushed to the margins due to time constraints. Clearly, as part of the 
leadership of the local church, this must not be allowed to happen for elders. 
Building time into meetings for joint study and prayer, and holding away days 
are good ways for elders to learn together. However, as individuals carry out their 
role as an elder, they may become aware that there are certain areas that could 
be developed further for the good of the church and their personal discipleship. 
This may come from a sense of their strengths, or an awareness of a potential 
weakness. What’s important is that they know where to seek the relevant support 
for growth.

As part of its commitment to the eldership, the local church needs to make sure 
that an elder has the opportunity to address these areas so that they carry out 
their role with confidence and to the best of their ability. Elders often invest time 
and energy in the church at sacrificial levels, and a corresponding investment of 
encouragement and resources in elders will see benefits for the church. 

Where to look?

a) Talk to the minister/interim moderator and other elders; they may know of
suitable learning opportunities such as courses, local events, or skilled people
who can give tuition. Sometimes a carefully recommended book is what’s
needed, or a couple of hours sitting with the right person can transfer skills
and ideas that move matters forward disproportionately Eg are there elders
within a congregation who could become proficient in using emails and social
media if they were willing to be shown the ropes by one of the young people
in a neighbouring congregation?

b) Seek out local provision. The skills and knowledge needed by elders as
trustees often overlap with that of voluntary sector providers, so look out
for appropriate courses offered by community groups and/or local councils.
Churches are not the only bodies which have to manage buildings and
volunteers, ensure good practice in safeguarding, or prepare accounts
correctly. Taking part in a course that is run by a secular body can be a good
way to meet people from outside the church and to have some interesting
interfaith conversations.
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c) Consider setting up a Training for Learning and Serving –Local Introductory
Training Experience (TLS-LITE) group. Sometimes there is a hunger for deeper
knowledge of the Bible and greater involvement in leading worship as part of
the spiritual responsibilities of elders. Materials for TLS-LITE can be purchased
through the United Reformed Church online store and there is a flyer on how
to start a TLS-LITE group.

d) Contact the synod office. The officers of the synod will be able to advise on
ways of developing a variety of skills and knowledge, whether that is to do
with leading worship, effective pastoral care, keeping accounts or maintaining
buildings. They know who looks after such areas in local parts of the synod
and will be able to suggest which of their colleagues is the most appropriate
to respond to each request.

e) Contact the synod training officer. Most synods have someone who fulfils the
role of a training officer, even though their job title may vary from education
and learning enabler to training and development officer; they can give
advice to individuals and are also available to come and lead local churches
elders’ events. Do make use of this resource – they are there to help.

f ) Participate in an event organised by a resource centre for learning. The 
Windermere Centre, Northern College/Luther King House in Manchester, 
Westminster College in Cambridge, and the Scottish College all offer a range 
of learning opportunities of relevance to elders. Contact details can be found 
on the United Reformed Church website.   

g) Enroll in Training for Learning and Serving (TLS). There are a variety of ways
of using TLS for individual development, ranging from taking a one-year
course without assignments, to enrolling for three years and being eligible for
recognition by the synod or accreditation by the Assembly in some form of lay
ministry. There are examples where an individual has enrolled on a one-year
course in pastoral care or prayer with the express intention of leading a group
on the subject in their local church at the same time.


